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DAUBERT VCIⓇ

VCI FILMS

TECHNOLOGY

DAUBERT Industries, founded in 1948 by George Daubert invented the DAUBERT VCIⓇ Films which is one of the most advanced technologies to be used for

packing known as the Volatile Corrosion Inhibition technology. These films are manufactured with special multi-layer technology that makes DAUBERT VCIⓇ

films much better performer than the other available VCI Films in the market.

Being a pioneer in the field of Volatile Corrosion Inhibition Technology, DAUBERT VCIⓇ Films provides a much advanced corrosion inhibiting technologies,

and provides a total corrosion protection system for all kind of metallurgies whether ferrous or nonferrous.

DAUBERT VCIⓇ Films are equipped with a multi-layer technology to prevent it from any kind of export damages with a high strength layer, along with a

moisture resisting layer to restrict the introduction of moisture on the components and a volatile corrosion inhibitor layer to protect the components from

corrosion.

DAUBERT VCIⓇ Films provides a complete packaging solution with a much greater corrosion protection, extended upto 2 years for any kind of metal and

gives protection to the metal from any kind of moisture or corrosion to happen along with cushioning to safeguard the same from any physical damage.

The VCI Films from Zavenir Daubert are simple to use and can be easily customized as per the need.

So any kind of metal ferrous or non-ferrous, iron or steel can now be packed with complete safety from being rusted or damaged even if kept untouched

for a long period of time. So keep the expensive materials packed with the DAUBERT VCIⓇ Films from Zavenir Daubert for a longer and stronger life.

 

Lower Moisture vapour transmission rate (MVTR)

High dart impact strength

Effective volatile corrosion inhibitors (VCI)

BENEFITS
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PRODUCT GUIDE

DAUBERT VCIⓇ Films are available in standard & customized sizes, thickness & printing as

Rolls  Sheets  Envelopes  3-D Bags  Gusset Bags

HAKUFORM®  /  HAKUPUR®  /  NOX RUST®  /  DAUBERT VCI®  /  EVAPO-RUST®  /  DAUBRITE®  /  NIKUTEX®  /  CONTROX®  /  ISOGOL®  /  DECORRDAL®  /
T400®
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PMG FILM

PMG STRETCH FILM

PMG BUBBLE FILM

PMG HIGH STRENGTH
FILM

PMG FOILS

PMG FLUTE BOARD

PMG FOAM

PMG REINFORCED
FABRIC

FERRO-FILM

Multilayered VCI films for premium
protection

Multilayered VCI stretch films for metal
wrapping

VCI treated bubble film for damage &
corrosion protection

Specially Designed film for high barrier
& extreme strength

VCI laminated with Aluminium foil to
give extreme barrier

PP corrougated board impregnated
with VCI

open cell from VCI

HDPE woven fabric treated with VCI

Economy grade for protection of
ferrous items

Combination of ferrous and
non-ferrous metals

Iron & Steel
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GRADE APPLICATION METALS PROTECTED PROTECTION PERIOD
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